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Richard Gibson and Zac Wenske
prepare to launch 10232 Flaw Show,
SA's first jig constructed Heron.
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PRESIDENT’
S REPORT

T

here are three main thoughts I would like to share with members this
month.
The first is that since it is December many of you will be thinking about the
upcoming Heron Nationals to be held on Botany Bay in Sydney. Some of
you will already be confirmed starters. I know that good contingents are
coming from WA, SA, Victoria and Queensland. The Victorians and
Queenslanders have already checked out the venue during the NSW
State Titles and have pronounced it more than satisfactory. And so they
should, with Fraser Galloway from Queensland winning one heat ahead
of the local hotshots. Those that are still wavering, there is still time. I look
forward to meeting old friends and making new ones in Sydney.

John Veale
President

The second is that you will see elsewhere in this newsletter a long list of
motions to amend the constitution. Some are the work of Robin Frost and
are designed to clarify measurement procedures. Others are the result of
a great deal of work by the movers and seconders to ensure that the
constitution is updated to reflect technical changes in boat building over
recent years. Those coming to Sydney will have the opportunity to discuss
them with some of the proponents while other members may want to explore their implications with local measurers. There will be opportunity to
discuss them at the National Meeting held at the Titles. I encourage all
members to familiarize themselves with the issues and exercise their vote
at the annual meeting. I also want to record my personal thanks to all
those who have worked so hard to put the motions before the membership.
Finally, the President, the Secretary and the Treasurer will all have completed five years in their positions next May. They will all be standing down
and will not be available for re-election. They all believe that it is important for the Association that there be regular rotation of these positions
and that no individuals should occupy them for too long. Please consider
whether you are prepared to take on one of these roles and contribute to
the work of the Association over coming years. If you would like to chat
about what is involved, please fell free to contact us at any time.
Good sailing.
John Veale

NATIONAL WEB SITE
If you have any good ideas for content on the
National website please email Nick Smith
nickncathy@optusnet.com.au
- Nationals link, Google Earth of Botany Bay
- State Links to WA, Google Earth link for Nationals
2006-2007
- Links to all State websites

www.heron.yachting.org.au/
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The Secretary invites members to submit in writing within 60 days, arguments for and against the motions.
These may be sent by email to andyjoy@optusnet.com.au, or posted to: Joy
Gough, Hon Secretary, c\o 10 Waterview St, Mona Vale 2103

MOTIONS FOR CHANGES TO THE NHSAA CONSTITUTION
The following motions are designed to ensure the constitution;
- defines “official plans”,
- reflects the contents of the John Deshon plans and the updated version of the Jack Holt plans,
- is consistent with modern construction techniques,
- contains as permitted modifications those items which have been adopted by the management committee on the
advice of the measurement committee from time to time,
- provides for the seaworthiness of all new timber boats built,
- is clarified where necessary.
The motions are put by Don Jamieson as an individual member, as required by the constitution, but have been formulated
and edited by all members of the measurement committee, and offered for comment to the management committee,
and measurers in each state.
The motions in some cases refer to specific clauses in the constitution. If not, when each motion has been adopted, (if
passed) it will be provided with appropriate clause numbering when incorporated in the constitution.

Motion 1
In the section "specific to plywood yachts, 1. Construction" after the words "official plans and rules of the association" insert
"official plans means
A) the plans drawn by the late Jack Holt; and
B) those plans as updated in august 2005 by the measurement committee; and
C) the plans drawn by John Deshon in 2004.
And in all cases any variations there from contained in the construction and measurement rules of the association whether
illustrated in the plans or not."
Explanation: A resolution by the members at an AGM is believed necessary to ensure the official status of the plans drawn
by John Deshon and the updates to the Jack Holt plans prepared by the measurement committee. A motion with this precise wording has been passed by the management committee including members of that committee from all states.

Motion 2
In the section "specific to plywood yachts", in 2. Boat buoyancy delete from the commencement 13 lines to “as detailed in
c)” and replace with
“built-in buoyancy compartments from frame 2 forward to the bow and to riser level along the sides to the transom conforming with the design of the official plans shall be fitted to all yachts built after may 2006, and may be fitted to all other
yachts. In both cases plywood construction or fitted grp mouldings are permitted. Inclusion of rear buoyancy in combination with side buoyancy is optional.”
“built-in buoyancy compartments of plywood construction are permitted in yachts built in prior years either
Up to the deck level forward of frame 2 and aft of frame 5 with no side buoyancy, or
Up to the deck level or the riser level forward of frame 2 and up to the riser level aft of frame 5.”
Explanation: Side buoyancy between frame 2 and the transom as shown in the updated plans and the John Deshon plans
(as distinct from front and rear buoyancy alone) is required to ensure that a yacht, when righted after a capsize, will float
high enough to avoid taking further water through the fin case or over the sides in rough sea conditions. While bag buoyancy is still permitted, the difficulty of sourcing satisfactory bags and adequately securing them in the boat is expected to
lead to further retrofits of built-in side buoyancy.
The following motions 3 through 11 all relate to the section specific to plywood yachts clause 3. Permitted modifications.

Motion 3
At the beginning of 3.2 add "the keel of the boat shall be of uniform depth and width provided that it may be tapered to
suit the bottom panels forward of 2880mm from the transom. The maximum depth of the keel measured at its outer edge
from that point aft shall be 12mm”.
Explanation: This addition eliminates the possibility of distorting the keel position or shape to affect the transom vee or
other measurements.
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Motion 4
With new numbering add "balsa laminate may be used in specified applications namely frames brackets buoyancy tank
formers fin case sides bulkheads floorboards and transom (subject to inclusion of a stiffening piece on the inside surface
through which rudder fitting must be fixed.) Balsa laminate means end-grain balsa timber approx 10mm thick to which
fibreglass or dynel fabric has been laminated on both sides with resin for a total thickness of approx 12mm."
Explanation: Balsa laminate having this specification is in common use in boat construction, widely available, and has
been approved for these uses by the Measurement Committee.

Motion 5
In 3.3 at the end add ", or balsa laminate."
Explanation: Balsa laminate has been approved by the Measurement Committee for fin case sides. The previously approved use of plywood of 9mm thickness in this application means the clause is still required.

Motion 6
With new numbering add 3. "all frames brackets and buoyancy tank formers may be fabricated from timber or from plywood pieces, sized to the official plans, or may be cut in one or more pieces from sheets of plywood no less than 9mm
thick or from sheets of balsa laminate."
Explanation: The cutting of frames from full sheets is time saving and has been approved by the Measurement Committee.
Note that 10mm ply is recommended for frames on all the official plans.

Motion 7
To 3.5 add "the fillet may incorporate a timber section of nominal size 19mm x 19mm."
Explanation: this addition accommodates reasonable discretion for builders in the method of joining the side and bottom
panels if a glued fillet chine is used with side buoyancy tanks.

Motion 8
In 3.7 insert "any size not less than" before "19mm x 12mm".
Explanation: This addition confirms that a wider riser, than that nominated in the current clause is permitted to provide an
increased support and seal for the top panels of the side buoyancy tanks.

Motion 9
With new numbering add "a hog formed from timber of minimum thickness 12mm and nominally 90mm wide is mandatory
in all hulls.” The illustrated "strong back" pieces for either full or half height front buoyancy in the John Deshon plans are
optional alternatives to the stem knee and apron construction illustrated in the original and the updated plans for framed
boats.
Explanation: As the bow sections of the heron are very robust this clause accommodates reasonable discretion for builders.
The following motions 10 through 13 refer to construction and measurement rules which apply to all herons.

Motion 10
In 5.3 relating to gaff jaws in line 3 after "constructed of" insert "metal (min 4mm aluminium recommended),"
Explanation: Many failures have occurred with timber and plywood jaws, particularly in capsizes if the gaff top strikes bottom. Aluminium jaws, as illustrated in the updated plans, tend to bend in an accident, thus avoiding a split gaff, and if
bent may be easily straightened.

Motion 11
In 6.1 relating to mainsail in line 9 after "the tack of the mainsail shall be”, delete “pinned” and substitute “fixed to the
gooseneck or end of the boom adjacent to the mast in one position while sailing” and add "provided that the luff of the
sail may be tensioned while sailing using a device attached to an eye in reinforced cloth adjacent to the luff of the sail
(“cunningham eye") the method of fixing is optional. Alternatively the luff of the mainsail may be tensioned while sailing by
moving the boom downwards.”
Explanation: Some current gooseneck fittings have no provisions for pinning. The original intention was to have the tack
fixed, and the means of fixing can reasonably be optional. The use of a cunningham eye while approved by the Measurement Committee several years ago has not been noted in the plans or constitution and may have been in conflict with the
"pinned" or “fixed” requirement.

Motion 12
In 6.3 relating to jib at the end add "the inboard surface of the jib sheets where they turn through the first lead eye or pulley
from the jib clew shall be no closer together than 735 mm and as near as possible equidistant from the centre line of the
yacht."
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Explanation: This addition accurately reflects the intention of section 13.1 and the measurement forms which have previously only referred to the jib track.

Motion 13
In 13.2 at the end add “the boom vang shall not be rigid”.
Explanation: While long reflected in item b3.8 of the measurement form, this requirement has not been included in the
constitution.

Motion 14
In 13.4 relating to floorboards delete the first sentence and replace with “floorboards shall be made of plywood or plywood/timber composite in both cases with plywood thickness recommended 6mm and minimum 4mm., timber, balsa
laminate, or GRP". Floorboards shall extend from the position of frame 2 to a point approximately below the forward edge
of the aft thwart.
Explanation: The original 13.4 omitted the use of plywood which is the commonest material used, and balsa laminate has
been added in this section for completeness.

Motion 15
With new numbering in permitted modifications: “the rigging of the mast and boom must be generally to plan and comply
with the measurement form for sizes materials mast position stay attachment position and black bands. Optional items are
jib halyard block strops, (not measured) method of rigging vang, outhauls, downhauls and uphauls, and method of securing halyard pulleys and halyard ends. A hanger between boom and mainsheet pulley is permitted provided the distance
between the bottom of the boom and the pulley centre does not exceed 150mm. A mast step of any rigid material may
be mounted on the deck and shall have a recess approx 40mm x 40mm and 12mm deep to match a square tenon on the
base of the mast such that the mast cannot rotate.
All motions 1 through 15 moved by:

Don Jamieson

All motions 1 through 15 seconded by:

John Deshon
Richard Gibson
Tony Cope

MOTIONS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
A letter from Fraser Galloway.17/11/05
Dear Fellow Heroners,
I propose the following constitutional amendments. Not because I am convinced that either motion is right, but because
there is a fundamental inconsistency in our philosophies. This issue is central and crucial to the long-term welfare of our
class. We must get it right. Are we to become strict one design (e.g. Laser) or one design with narrow tolerances (e.g.
Sharpie)?
The history of our class is that of a home built craft. As a result, variation by error and design have been with us since the
beginning. Through this period, many classes have come and gone whilst we have remained relatively strong.
As fewer and fewer timber boats were built and fiberglass became more popular, it looked as if the Heron may evolve
through time into a fiberglass one-design hull. Some classes that adhered to strict one-design principles flourished and it is
understandable that this would be the goal of many. Against this trend, older, very competitive boats survived. Gypsy
Sam, Sprite and Kumale are some examples.
Timber boats were still built and some of these seemed to be quite radical and superior to the glass hulls. One of these
became the plug for a second glass hull shape (Mk2). This seemed to be a good idea, as a glass hull needs to be seen to
have no performance disadvantage if it is to be successful. This Mk 2 glass hull is fast and wonky. The asymmetry of the
hulls produced off the Hornet plug has been seen as a severe problem by many and it can be argued that the choice of
the Mk 2 hull shape has limited the production of new fiberglass Herons.
As a result, as current moulds deteriorate with use, pressure has developed to replace the Mk 2 when a new mould needs
to be built. At the moment, South Australia is at this point. A group wishes to build a new mould based on a boat similar in
shape to the Mk 2 but symmetrical. Some think this is madness. To have multiple shapes will move us away from strict one
design. Opposed to this, is the view that to try and promote an asymmetrical hull is also madness. Supporters of this view
consider that it should be possible to build fibreglass boats to any shape that meets measurement requirements, just as it is
possible to build wooden boats to any shape that meets measurement requirements.
An additional argument is that there is a history of classes suffering and even dying when they have made too many
changes. The integrity of the class has been paramount in many long-lived classes such as Dragons, Finns and Snipes.
Fiddle too much in either direction and we may find our numbers decimated.
If we allow the same variation in glass boats that we have in timber boats will we help or hinder our class? How influential is
The Heron Newsletter
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The constitution says that fibreglass Herons must be made from a recognized mould. The constitution gives no guidance as
to who recognizes the mould and on what basis they should recognize a mould (other than the requirement that boats
made from the mould must measure).
Do we want to be a strict one design or a one-design class within current tolerances?
If we apply the first option we should have a plan to evolve into a fibreglass only class and eventually deregister all timber
boats that are not within tighter tolerances than we have now. If we maintain current tolerances, then why cannot glass
boats be built with the same flexibility as timber? If we do this, what are the commercial consequences with boat builders
who have invested considerable funds into current moulds?
To remedy these apparent differences in philosophy, I propose two motions. The motions are mutually exclusive. Please
only vote for one. This will become a mockery if both were to get up. If you disagree with both don’t vote. Then we will
know that a middle course is required. This way, management will have a clear understanding of the wishes of the membership.

Motion 16
That the following words are added to Part 2 Specific to GRP, GRP/Composite Heron Yachts Clause One:
“A recognized mould shall be one taken from “Hornet”, the Mk 2 plug or a replacement plug proposed by the President of
the Measurement Committee and approved by the membership in a general meeting”
Proposed Fraser Galloway
Second 1 Gerry Deakin
Second 2 Peter Bailey
Second 3 Peter Carroll

“Two Fools Fumbling” 10228 (Frame)
“Justa Breeze” 9965 (Mk 1)
“True Colours” 10224 (Jig Built (Mk2))
“Little Red Rocket” 10225 (Jig Built (Mk2))
“Limited Edition” 9993

Motion 17
That the following words be added to Part 2 Specific to GRP, Grp/Composite Heron Yachts Clause One:
“A recognized mould shall be one that produces a hull that measures as a Heron.”
Proposed Fraser Galloway
Second 1 Richard Gibson
Second 2 L Mclaren
Second 3 Robin Frost

“Two Fools Fumbling” 10228 (Frame)
“Justa Breeze” 9965 (Mk 1)
“Flaw Show” 10232 (Jig Built (Mk2))
“Rich and Famous” 9515 (Frame)
“Fleetwood Mac” 9282 (Frame)
“Hocus Pocus” 10141 (Mk2)

Fair Sailing,
Regards
Fraser Galloway

MOTION FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Motion 18
That Colin Gurr be appointed a Life Member of the National Heron Sailing Association of Australia under paragraph 3.1 (d)
of the Constitution.
Moved:

Richard Gibson

SA

Rich and Famous

9515

Seconded

John Deshon

Qld

Only Human

3068

Seconded

Locky McLaren

SA

Fleetwood Mac

9282

Supporting Information:
Colin Gurr started sailing in March 1967 when he launched Heron 6713 Rotasu, which he built with the assistance of his
young sons. Colin soon joined the National Heron Sailing Association of Australia, and was appointed a measurer on 23
November 1970. Since 1967, Colin has launched three more Herons named Rotasu, and has not raced any other class.
Colin has been a member of the SA Heron Sailing Association Committee for over 30 years. He has held the role of Chief
Measurer in SA for many years and has overseen regatta measurement at three national titles. He has regularly competed
in Club, State and National Heron racing. Colin and his wife Joan have also made a significant contribution to the offwater social success of Heron sailing.
I consider that Colin Gurr is an extremely worthy candidate for Life Membership of our Association.
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Motion to Alter the Constitution and Sailing Rules,
and Construction and Measurement Rules of the NHSAA
MOTION 19
Moved

Robin Frost

“Hocus Pocus”

10141 (South Australia)

Seconded
Seconded
Seconded

John Nobbs
Ian Cole
Richard Gibson

“Plan X from outer Space”
“Cruise Control”
“Rich & Famous”

5805 (Queensland)
9921 (South Australia)
9515 (South Australia)

In order to correct the existing Measurement Non Compliance problems and simplify measurement procedures the following clauses of the Constitution be deleted or amended as set out below
Part One Constitution and Sailing Rules:
Add to Section 5 FINANCIAL additional clause
5.4 (a) SUPPLY OF PLANS;
On payment of fee determined by the NHSAA drawings detailing the construction of Framed and Stitch & Glue Heron class
Yacht will be supplied.
Alter Section 6.5 SAIL NUMBERS to read
Sail numbers will be issued on application and payment of fees to the National Registrar of the Association.
Part Two Construction and Measurement Rules
(a)Rule 4 MEASUREMENT: of Rules “Specific to Plywood Heron Yachts”
Clause 4.2 altered to read: The financial owner will hand to the measurer his CURRENT membership/measurement card for
the boat to be measured. This is proof to measurer that all fees of membership and boat/sail registration have been paid
and measurement can proceed.

Clause 4.4 altered to read: Having recorded the measurements, the measurer will forward the completed measurement
forms to the Secretary of the Measurement committee for classification. The owner is to retain the Membership/
measurement card which will be endorsed to the new classification by the original measurer on advice from the National
Registrar who has been advised by the Measurement Committee secretary of the boats new classification

(b) Rule 6 MEASUREMENT of Rules “Specific to GRP and GRP/Composite Yachts

Clause 6.1 Append; the following paragraph to the existing paragraph. “Measurer to check that licensed builders license
number and hull production number are engraved on the external surface of transom as per Rule 2 GRP/GRP Composite
boats” and record numbers on the measurement form.
(This being proof to measurer that the boat has been constructed by licensed builder)
Clause 6.2 altered to read: If submitting for measurement a GRP or GRP Composite Heron purchased in kit form and completed by the owner, he shall hand to the measurer his current membership/measurement card for the boat to be measured. This is proof to measurer that all fees of membership and boat/sail registration have been paid and measurement
can proceed.

Clause 6.3 to be deleted
Clause 6.4 now becomes 6.3 and is altered to read; If submitting for measurement a GRP or GRP Composite Heron purchased from the builder in a completed state, i.e. hull, spars and sails the owner shall hand to the measurer his current
membership/measurement card for the boat to be measured. This is proof to measurer that all fees of membership and
boat/sail registration have been paid and measurement can proceed.
Clause 6.5 now becomes 6.4 and wording altered to read: Having recorded the measurements, the measurer will forward
the completed measurement forms to the Secretary of the Measurement committee for classification. The owner is to retain the Membership/measurement card which will be endorsed to the new classification by the original measurer on advice from the National Registrar who has been advised by the Measurement Committee secretary of the boats new classification.
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The reason for Constitution & Measurement Rule Changes are set out below
History : Some time ago (approx 10 years) it was decided that Designers Royalty payments would no longer be applicable to the purchase of new plans, and the construction of timber ply/GRP boats using existing plans. This decision was
made as result of Jack Holt the designer of the Heron waving royalty rights. As a result the NHSAA Management Committee advised association members that designer royalty fees were no longer payable when constructing new boats.
However the measurement rules 4 and 6 in the constitution applying to newly constructed Wooden ply and GRP/GRP
composite Herons were never amended to remove the requirement for payment of designer royalties and presentation of
receipt of royalty payment to a measurer before measurement could commence
As a consequence measurers could not, and cannot comply to the measurement procedures detailed in these rules.
There is further non-compliance to the measurement rules in that GRP boat builders are not supplying a builder's certificate
At recent NHSAA management meetings the possible reintroduction of a Plan Royalty fee was discussed and the general
consensus was that plan Royalty fee on new boats would not apply and would not be re-introduced.

The precedent of NON PAYMENT OF DESIGNER ROYALTY FEES has been established for some considerable time with existing membership.
Many boats over the last 10 years and also presently are being built using existing plans including S&G drawings and no
Royalty fee has been paid! The horse has well and truly bolted from the stable! Thus it would be a very retrograde step to
try and reintroduce this fee which would have to be called a Plan Royalty Fee and the Constitution amended to change
wording.

The NHSAA will charge $50.00 for supply of the Heron Class yacht drawings for both Framed and S&G boats.
SUMMARY; the above alterations to the Constitution and measurement rules would:
1. Simplify and regularise the current non-compliant measurement practice used by measurers.
2. The sighting and recording by the measurer of the licensed builders licensed number and hull production number on the
transom of a GRP boat
removes the requirement for a licensed builder's certificate.
3 Makes the current Membership/Measurement Card for a specific boat the only document required for proof of membership and proof of fees paid so a measurer may proceed with boat measurement.
Received 7.11.05

The Secretary invites members to submit in
writing within 60 days, arguments for and
against the motions received and published
in this newsletter.
Correspondence can be sent to
andyjoy@optusnet.com.au or posted to:
Joy Gough, Hon Secretary,
c\o 10 Waterview Street Mona Vale 2103
A summary of the arguments for and against
shall be published with the notice of Meeting
for the AGM in the March Newsletter along
with the voting slips.

MEASUREMENT NEWS
The proceedings of the last Measurement Committee
meeting are largely reflected in the motions found in this
newsletter.
We are looking forward to providing you with regular
Measurement News and updates in your Heron Newsletter
in 2006.
Best regards
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47th Heron Nationals
Bound for Botany Bay
There is a lot of information available on visiting
Sydney. We have put together this list of websites
you might like to visit, when planning your stay. This
list is only a sample of the sites available on the
internet. If you Google Sydney, Australia, you will
see what is available.
Sites of Sydney www.sydney.com.au
Visit the Sydney website for details of many of the
exciting things you can see and do in Sydney.
There are many websites with information for visitors.
One we have used is:
New Year’s Eve in Sydney
www.sydneynewyearseve.com.au
There is no official Heron National Event on New
Years Eve in Sydney because Sydney has so much
to offer the visitor especially on New Years Eve.
The Brighton Beach Festival will be on in Cook Park
Kyeemagh. This is the fair with rides, stalls and other
entertainment that is on every year. There will be a
15 minute firework display from a barge in Botany
Bay at 9.00 pm on New Years Eve. There are no
designated viewing points but the display should be
visible from anywhere on the Bay. Council is providing additional toilets at Cook Park and fencing
along the Grand Parade (opposite Bay Street).
The 2005 Sydney NYE website provides links to the
best vantage points, maps of the Sydney Harbour
best viewing areas and planning how to get into
the city. Public transport is an excellent option, it is
safe, reliable and clean.
There will be lots of people in the city to view the
fireworks, so you should be prepared for big
crowds. You can take a picnic and enjoy your own
food and drinks from any location. However, if you
wish to purchase food and drinks there are lots of
outlets available.
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/nye/2004/
VantagePoints/
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/nye/2004/Maps/
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/nye/2004/
PlanningYourNight/
Harbour Cruises
Again, you should Google Sydney Harbour Cruises.
There are many different cruise companies. New
Years Eve should be pre-booked. Prices vary. This
is an excellent way to get up close and personal
with Sydney Harbour on New Year’s Eve. You can
purchase tickets from Circular Quay from a number
of different companies and outlets.
The Heron Newsletter
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Public transport is an excellent way to get into and
out of the city.
Transport Hotline is
131 500
Trains
www.cityrail.com.au
Buses
www.sydneybuses.com.au
Ferries
www.sydneyferries.com.au
The Rocks
Saved from destruction in the 1960’s by the now famous “Green Bans” by Jack Mundy, this is Sydney
and Australia’s premier historical site. Wander around
the lanes and pathways. The Rocks Markets are on
every weekend. The best way to get there is by train
the Circular Quay and then wander around the harbour, passed the Museum of Contemporary Art. You
can’t miss it.
Self guided walking tours are available.
www.sydney.com.au/heritage.htm for full details on a
self guided walking tour of Sydney
Sydney Bridge Climb www.bridgeclimb.com
This unique experience will take you to the very top of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge.
Ticket Hotline
7am - 7pm, 7 days a week

02 8274 7777

Skywalk
Centrepoint Podium Level 100 Market Street, Sydney
Australia
Tel. (+612) 9223 1341
Visit www.skywalk.com.au
ANSTO
Australia’s Nuclear Science & Technology Organisation,
New Illawarra Road,
Lucas Heights
9717 3111
Guided tours are available throughout the school
holidays. www.ansto.gov.au/info/tour/index.html
Symbio Wildlife Garden
7-11 Lawrence Hargraves Drive,
Stanwell Tops
02 4294 1244
The best wildlife experience in
NSW.www.symbiowildlife.com.au
Ferry Cruises
Cronulla and National Park Ferry Cruises,
Public Wharf
Tonkin St,
Gunnamatta Bay,
Cronulla
02 5523 2990
www.cronullaandnationalparkferrycruises.com
Explore beautiful Port Hacking River – 3-hour scenic cruise.
Take a ferry to Bundeena for bushwalking and swimming in
the Royal National Park.
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47th Heron National Championships
Georges River 16’Sailing Club
2005 – 06
MERCHANDISE ORDER FORM

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE NO:
CLUB

I wish to order the following merchandise please:

Item

Quantity

Size

Price per piece

Total

$15.00

CAPS
One size fits all

POLO SHIRT
Poly/cotton
$25.00
Adult sizes
M, L, XL, XXL

POLO SHIRT
poly/cotton
$20.00
Children— 10years
12years

Total Order

Deposit

Balance

Please send yor order form to the address below.
17 Trinity Drive, Cambridge Gardens NSW 2747
Cheques to be made payable to NSW Heron Association.
Alternatively, payment can be made at the registration desk
Thank you for your order. Happy Sailing.
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Report by
Peter Carroll
9993

T

he Western Australian Heron Sailing Association is mindful of the fact that at each
National Championship Series, Heroners inevitably start talking about, and planning for the next Series, the following year.

In accordance with that line of thinking, we have decided to include details of the
accommodation that we are recommending in this newsletter for discussion in Sydney.
I must add that through the wonders of the internet, all this information and the preliminary race program is available electronically; just log on to the National website
(www.heron.yachting.org.au) and follow the link to 2006 Nationals.

Western Australia is looking forward and planning a memorable Series for 2006/07.

ACCOMMODATION
We are suggesting a variety of accommodation for
you to choose from.
The first three are the University of W.A. campus accommodation, and they are the most convenient,
in a very close proximity to the Perth Dinghy Sailing
Club. You would not even need a car if you were
flying to Perth, however, parking is available for
cars, if required.

1b. CURRIE HALL (08 9273 3333)
Winthrop Avenue, (cnr Mounts Bay Rd) Crawley.
www.currie.uwa.edu.au
Approx. 400 metres from PDSC (under roadway path
access)
Single rooms only $44.00 per night
Including Breakfast, share bathroom, pedestal fan (No
aircon)

1a. ST GEORGE’S COLLEGE (08 9449 5554)
Mounts Bay Road, Crawley.
www.stgeorgescollege.com.au
Approx. 200 metres from PDSC (directly opposite,
over the road, at traffic lights)
Guest room (single) (8 or more nights) $55.00 per
night (Air-conditioned with Ensuite)
Guest room (double) $70.00 per night (Airconditioned with Ensuite)
Guest room (twin) $75.00 per night (Air-conditioned
with Ensuite)
Standard room (single) (8 or more nights) $45.00 per
night (share bathroom, no Aircon)
Additional bed $25.00
All accommodation rates are inclusive of Breakfast
and daily service
** This is a great location for its very close proximity,
reasonable pricing with breakfast, and a most impressive
building. The rooms (like all campus living) are not
overly
large, but there would be a common room made
available for people to get together/socialize, also
the dining room is a lovely room to meet for
breakky.**

1c. TRINITY (08 9423 9423)
230 Hampden Road, Crawley. www.trinity.uwa.edu.au
Approx. 800 metres from PDSC (under roadway path
access)
Standard single room $35.00 per night (share bathroom, No aircon)
$45.00 per night (with bathroom, No aircon)
Motel style guest room (double) $88.00 per night
(Ensuite, Air-con)
All accommodation rates are inclusive of Breakfast
and based on 8 – 14 nights.
.
2. KENATA RENTAL APARTMENTS (0412 953 100)
Fax/Messages:(08 9389 8326)
37 Fairway, Crawley. www.kenata.has.it
Approx. 1 km. from PDSC
There are 4 apartment units at this address, family style
two bedroom, sleep 4–6.
Include fully equipped kitchen, washing machine &
dryer, air-conditioner, phone.
$85 - $90.00 per day, for 4 people (Plus electricity, Plus
phone).
**This is good value for the family, very clean, and
close to the Club, shopping, public transport and Restaurants.**
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3. BEDFORD’S BED & BREAKFAST
(08 9386 1349)
75 Bruce Street, Nedlands. (Hosts:
Clive and Linda)
Approx 1.5-2 kms from PDSC
This is a lovely two storey private
home with two queen size
rooms both with ensuite upstairs,
a fold-out couch in the
adjoining activity area could also
sleep two children.
The home is fully Air-conditioned
also with ceiling fans, a very
large TV in the Lounge, open
plan kitchen and eating area or
have your breakfast served in the
beautiful gardens.
$99.00 per day, per couple, including breakfast.
** This is a beautiful new home,
with very friendly and obliging
hosts, and close to the Club and
many Restaurants, and pub
lic transport.**
4. KARRINYUP WATERS RESORT (08
9447 6665)
467 North Beach Road, Gwelup.
www.kwr.net.au
Approx 18 kms from PDSC (15
mins)This is rated as a 4 star Top
Tourist Park. Excellent caravan
and camping sites, and a large
range
of
modern,
airconditioned deluxe, superior or
standard self-contained cabins.
Powered sites – 2 people $23.00
per night
Cabins range from $80.00 $125.00 per night
Superior and Deluxe from $135.00
- $180.00 per night
**This is a very nice, modern,
clean and friendly park, and is
the closest and most direct to
PDSC.**
NOTE: If more B&B locations are
required please contact me and
I will investigate other recommendations.
For any further information on
Accommodation please don’t
hesitate to phone me on (08
9332 8155) or by email peter_carroll44@hotmail.com
Ann Carroll

HERON HISTORICAL ARTICLE
Stephen Dearnley Life Member NSW

This article was first published in the Heron National
Newsletter in 1979.

O

n a sunny Sunday morning in
the middle of September 1958,
five strange-looking sailing craft
came together at the southern
end of Clontarf Beach to sail in
company for the very first time. At
least two of the boats had been
transported on roof-racks – appropriate enough in view of the
classes original name, the ‘Y.W.
Cartop Dinghy’, but a great strain
on the crews getting those early
heavy hulls on and off the roof of
a car, then lugging them down
the narrow right of way and over
the soft sand to the water. But this
was before light boat trailers became popular and common, and
inflatable boat rollers had not yet
been invented.
These first five Herons and their
owners had been gathered together by the simple method of
ringing round the sailmakers and
enquiring who they had made
sails for recently. As even in those
days gunter rigs weren’t exactly
common, a suit of Heron sails
were generally remembered!
(And don’t forget, they were
made of cotton then and liable to
mildew and rot if they weren’t
looked after.)
On that first picnic sailing day 47
years ago there were John
Helmich, Neville Watkins, Frank
Jones, John Way and yours truly,
plus sundry girlfriends, wives, children and pets! In other words, a
pattern of family sailing that has
not changed greatly in all the
years since, and one that has
given Heron events a unique
quality of their own.
With no spare hands available for
race officials I seem to remember
we had a ‘Le mans” style start off
the beach, and two of the ladies
took the finishing times and places
from the rocks off Clontarf Point.
The course was not so different
from today – Balmoral, Grotto,
and a convenient yacht or moor-
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ing off Clontarf beach. I can’t remember who won that pioneer
event – I suspect it was a bit like
the caucus race in ‘Alice in Wonderland’, but there was no doubt
about its success and popularity.
The picnic sailing atmosphere was
quite different from anything else
in those days and it set a pattern
for many other clubs to follow over
the years.
The boats themselves were surprisingly evenly matched although
most were heavy by today's standards, weighing in around 180lbs
or more. Not surprising when you
think that Neville Watkins built his
complete boat of quarter inch ply,
or that I’d used Spotted Gum for
the hog and Alpine Ash for the chines and gunwhales as all the
books told you to. At least those
boats were built to last. It was
some time before we realized that
the 144lb minimum hull weight was
an attainable goal.
Soon after the first race, the Australian Women's Weekly published
my article ‘A Family Afloat’ and
Herons took off. Right from the first,
the class and its pattern of sailing
attracted an amazing amount of
interest, no other small centreboarder then had such carrying
capacity or was so versatile. It was
something that Father could build
himself and being a ‘one-design’
class ( a fairly unusual concept in
those days) the only fitting where
variation was allowed was ‘the nut
on the end of the tiller’. It was the
perfect dinghy for family sailing –
and that in itself was something
new when the only other centreboarders were either hairy Skiffs,
hot Olympic classes or high-speed
planks for agile youngsters.
Despite the proliferation of new
classes since 1958 – particularly in
‘tupperware’ and multi-hulls – Herons remained largely unchanged.
They provide the same friendly yet
competitive, enjoyable but inexpensive type of sailing that they
have done for nearly half a century. And long may it continue… … ..
Look out for the Womens Weekly
article ‘A Family Affair’
in a future
The Heron Newsletter
edition of the Newsletter
December 2005, Vol 44 No 4

STATE NEWS
South Australian News
Fleet Race One 29 October 2005

Report by
Sue Tyerman
10212 Mister
Magoo

Boats from the SA Heron fleet gathered at Somerton Yacht Club for the first fleet race
of the season on 29 October. The breeze was a light westerly that dropped and
switched to the south at the start. Neil and Emily Burford in 6165 Kumale and Steve
and Sue Tyerman in 10212 Mr Magoo led out off the line, starting on port at the pin.
9515 Rich and Famous (Richard Gibson and Zac Wenske) and 8981 Touch of Class
(Francis Watson and Justin Bussell) were in pursuit, followed by 10168 Blu-Tack (Peter
Beaumont and Joel Nottle). Kumale built up a good lead, only to see it disappear
when Mr Magoo picked up a further shift to the left. Touch of Class and Blu-Tack
passed Rich and Famous and the fleet bunched. At the line, Mr Magoo held out Kumale and Touch of Class, while Rich and Famous just managed to edge out Blu-Tack.
First on handicap was the fast finishing 7801 Hey Presto sailed by Ric and Tom Wenske,
followed by Jane McLaren and Sam Moulden in 9917 Kwika Mac.
Results:

1.

10212

Mr Magoo

Steve Tyerman

Sue Tyerman

2.

6165

Kumale

Neil Burford

Emily Burford

3.

8981

Touch of Class

Francis Watson

Justin Bussell

4.

9515

Rich and Famous

Richard Gibson

Zac Wenske

5.

10168

Blu-Tack

Peter Beaumont

Joel Nottle

6.

7801

Hey Presto

Ric Wenske

Tom Wenske

7.

9917

Kwika Mac

Jane McLaren

Sam Moulden

The JacqCol

Jacquie Cole

Kyrie Fuss

8. 7175

5th heat start line at the SA Heron State championships.
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Tasmanian News
Our summer season has just started at the Lindisfarne Sailing Club and we have been
blessed with beautiful sailing conditions. What a wonderful change to the blustery equinox
gales that we are usually greeted with at the start of our season.
The Heron fleet has also started well with some Herons changing hands and allowing new
competitors into the class. This has been a needed boost to our class.
Phantom has been sold to the Verger family , and this new father /son team have been
sailing well together.
Shara has been sold to Jenna Debnam and she will sail with her brothers Dan and Josh as
forward hands.
Telopea has been purchased by Tony Palmer and his sons Andrew and Simon and they are
the most enthusiastic team we have seen for some time, never missing a chance to sail.

Des Clark

The club has purchased an older Heron which has been used by the large trainer fleet
every Sunday, and the Heron fleet has been involved with taking the trainers out for a sail
before the afternoon race ,and this has proven to be a great success.
Steve Cooper has nearly finished repairs to his newly acquired Heron and will soon be sailing with his family as is Colin Langham ,who is busting to sail with his grandchildren in his
recently purchased Heron.
The Herons are enjoying close racing with first placings shared by our President Andew
Askey and daughter Jessica, sailing Monkey Business.
Guy McDougall and his daughter Claire sailing Wot Not.
Tony Pearce and Beverley Thompson sailing This is the Life.
However the most consistent boats are Family Ties sailed by Elise Clark and Errol McDougall and Nan sailed by Rowan Clark and Eric Szabo. These boats are never far apart on the
race course and Rowan derives great pleasure in beating his sister Elise.
Congratulations are in order for the Pearce family with Mat Pearce and Linda Hurd announcing their engagement and testing their love by sailing Cutting Edge to a line honours
victory.
Jessica Downham nee Pearce who is an ex Australian champion Heron sailor has just given
birth to a new baby boy. Tony and Judy Pearce being the proud grandparents.
At our last meeting we have set aside the weekends of 18th and 25th March 2006 for our
State Championships.
Happy sailing and good luck to all those competing at the Nationals.

Family Ties
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New South Wales News
G’day fellow Heroners
There is only weeks to go to the Nationals to be hosted by Georges River 16’ Sailing
Club on Botany Bay. We are looking forward to as many boats as possible heading to
Sydney to enjoy GRSC excellent facilities and NSW hospitality.

Jim Fairlie
President

NSWHSA

As a practice for the Nationals, three Heats of the NSW State Titles were held on the 12
& 13 November, and the GRSC officials did a great job. Sailing conditions for Saturday
and Sunday were just superb, warm and sunny, with a steady 8-12 knot sea breeze with
no boat traffic. The Junior Travellers trophy on Saturday morning was won by Aurora
Paterson in 10178 Captain Obvious ahead of Alyssa Harding.
Race 1
From a clean start, 36 boats sailed towards the entrance of the Bay. Most boats were
able to sail into clean air and converge in a close bunch at the top mark Top positions
changed in the next legs and at the end of the race any of the top 6 boats could
have won but it was left to Michael Groves in Aggravation in front of Peter Vaiciurgis.
Race 2
Conditions at 11am on Sunday morning were warm. A combination of light wind and
an afternoon race saw 36 boats start in a river course which was great for spectators.
Racing was very close; especially the first beat which saw many changes in the lead.
Finally, Rob Brewer showed us how to do it again ahead of Peter.
Race 3
35 boats lined up for a postponed start on the Bay. The breeze kicked in a little, with
the tide running made for an interesting start considering the black flag was flying. After a long hard race, Fraser Galloway and Andrew Gough took the honours. A weekend of great sailing was had by all.
Once again I hope to see you in Sydney for the Nationals, I can assure you that a lot of
thought and planning has gone into the series to make it the best possible. Look elsewhere in the Newsletter merchandise order form and please make sure your association fees are up to date and your boat has been measured, good sailing.
Regards
Jim

See you at Georges River Sailing
Club in Sydney for the Nationals
— a great place to sail!
The Heron Newsletter
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Western Australian News
Two new herons have hit the water in the last few weeks in Perth and have both
been sailing very nicely. Rob and Nikita Thomas Apache sail out of the Perth Dinghy
Sailing Club. Tom Depiazzi has built their new boat. Nick and Enfys Jerwood Little Red
Hen sail at Shelley Sailing Club in their SA built boat. Rob Depiazzi also has a new
boat on order. Not only is this bringing new boats into the fleet but also releases second hand boats. In recent times the shortage of second hand Herons has been frustrating for current and potential Heroners alike.

Janet Jerwood

“The Blue Pearl”
9792

At Perth Dinghy Sailing Club, the juniors are showing a keen interest this year and
their results demonstrate the effort they are putting in. Matthew Depiazzi M and M,
Dahlyn Dwyer and Letitia Female Logic and Nicole Locke are all achieving good results.
This weekend (12 November) is the first race if the WA State championships. Three of
the scheduled races will be held before Christmas and prior to seven of the herons
being packed up and transported to NSW for the National Championship. The State
championships should provide close racing as a number of the boats are evenly
matched.
The crews that are travelling to NSW for the Nationals are looking forward to meeting
other Heron sailors and having fun amongst the racing! WA team polo shirts have
been ordered - so we shouldn't be too hard to spot in Botany Bay.
Elsewhere in this newsletter, we have included an accommodation list for the 2007
National Championships so that holiday plans and bookings can be made. Planning
for the event is well underway under the direction of Peter Carroll. Have a look at
the National website for information, aerial pictures and pictures of heron's sailing in
the area.

Heron Where-Abouts?
We have had over 4,500 boats registered in Australia
and can now only identify something under 1,200. Can
you help unravel the mystery of the missing Herons? Can
any one throw some light on this subject, or possible advise the current owners contact details?
N.S.W Heron 3925
Don Ray wants desperately to find his old family Heron:
Heron 3925 Fiesta was built in 1963/64 and was sold by
the Rays in the 70’s to J&D Hamburg – N&I Hall, N&H
Knight and the last registered owner is shown as N-C
Lamb.
To:- Mr Ray Ph. 02 4987 6018
Mobile 0402 223 133
or email ray_family@aapt.net.au
Please also advise the Registrar ianlcole@bigpond.com.au

Vic.Heron 7626
Greg Rose wants to find his father’s old boat, it’s Number
was 7626.
Boats name: Syds Tub was built in 68/69
Contact Greg Ph. 03 9687 7576
Mobile 0417 582 414
Po Box 170 Yarraville VIC 3013
or email leahgreg@bigpond.com
Please also advise the Registrar ianlcole@bigpond.com.au
17
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THE HERON IN AUSTRALIA

he first Heron was No. 678
“DEE KAY” which was still
sailing the waters in
Hobart, until December
2000 when it was purchased by
the NASAA for placement in the
Maritime Museum in Sydney.
The Tasmanian Heron Yacht
Racing Association was the first
organisation set up to govern
sailing of Antipodean Herons.
However, a centre of interest
which developed in Sydney
under the guiding hand of the
first Secretary of the Y.W. Heron
sailing Association, Stephen
Dearnley, became the main
driving force in the proliferation
of Australian Herons. That this
should be so, derived from the
somewhat different use to
which the Tasmanian and
Mainland Herons were put. The
Tasmanian Association was a
racing Association, whereas
Stephen Dearnley realised the
potential of the Heron as a family yacht, capable of being skippered and crewed by just
about any combination, father/
child, husband and wife,
brother/sister, and so on.
With a total of 6 members and 6
boats, the Y.W. Heron Sailing
Association of Australia was
formed on 4th August, 1958. At
the first Annual General Meeting
in August, 1959, there were 25
members owning 15 Herons.
The first Championships were
sailed at Clontarf, Sydney in
1960 and won by Frank Jones in
No. 1583 “SARANGE”. 1583 is still
registered with the Association
by Devon Jones, his father’s forward hand in those Championships.
The second A.G.M. was held in
August, 1960 reported that
membership had grown to 61
members with 46 Herons. There
were 24 starters in the second
Championships, again held at
Clontarf, and the SILVER HERON,
a trophy donated by the parent
Association, was won by Bill
Payne in THERON (2415).
The Heron Newsletter
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By the third A.G.M. the membership had grown to 90 with 70
Herons, including members in
NSW country, Victoria and several in New Guinea. At this
meeting, the rules were
amended to permit the formation of State Associations, and
also the NSW Heron Association.
The October 1961 meeting saw
the adoption of the Class Burgee (a white Heron on a dark
blue ground) and minutes of the
December 1961 meeting affirmed the policy. “That as the
Association, following the pattern of the parent body in the
UK was formed to promote Herons as a ‘ONE DESIGN’, this object should be maintained and
be the deciding factor in any
consideration of amendments
or alterations to the Class”.
The distinction between a “ONE
DESIGN” class
and
a
“RESTRICTED” class was stressed
by the Secretary, who stated
that all Herons should be theoretically exactly equal in performance, and that any difference in performances should
be due solely to the ability of
the individual helmsman and
crew.
At this time, the Association
adopted a Measurement Committee report dealing with
measurement, skeg, thwarts,
planing boards, built-in buoyancy, rubbing strips and standard of workmanship.
Those
members who had sailed regularly from Clontarf or Middle Harbour (meeting place for all the
Association) decided to form a
Club so as to place themselves
on an equal footing with established Clubs sponsoring the
Class, e.g. Balmoral, Connell’s
Point and Lake Macquarie.
January 1962
Championships
tries and once
was the venue.

saw the Third
attract 48 enagain Clontarf
A first time win
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for Bryce Mortlock and a second win for “THERON” (2415).
The guiding hand of Stephen
Dearnley was temporarily removed from the Association’s’
helm in March, 1962 when he
went overseas. His efforts were
recognised and Life Membership of the Association was
granted on 16th April, 1962. A
most important aspect of his trip
was the decision by Iliffe Press,
UK, holders of the copyright on
Heron Plans, to grant the Association sole franchise for Australian distribution.
The winter period of 1962 was
warmed by much discussion on
boat measurement, modification, etc. which culminated at
the Third A.G.M. In the decision
to hold a special general Meeting at which a definitive stand
would be taken by the Association on what would, and what
would not be accepted as a
Heron. The August, 1962 meeting had far reaching effects
upon the policy of the Association and the future of the Class.
The modifications approved at
the meeting are largely those
promulgated today. Measurement Certificates were introduced in September, 1962.
1962 was a particularly important and active year in the formation of the policy to be followed by subsequent committees.
The fourth Championships saw a
change of venue and a new
host club, Balmoral. A total of
50 Herons entered this series in
February, 1963 and the then
President, Stephen Dearnley,
sailed WINDOO (3000) to victory. In his retiring report to the
5th A.G.M., Mr Dearnley reported membership at 456 and
set the goal of National Status
for the Class.
Many Clubs were now vying to
host Heron Championships and
the 5th Series saw that honour
go to the Bayview Yacht Racing

Association (BYRA) located in
protected waters on the southern end of Pittwater. For the first
time interstate entrants from
Victoria and Tasmania augmented the 77 strong fleet. It
was January, 1964 and the Silver
Heron went to Jack Muston in
BLUEJACKET (4279).
The 6th A.G.M. was held in August, 1964 and saw business
matters dominating social activities with further important
definitions on policy of the ONE
DESIGN concept being laid
down. IYRU Rules were formally
adopted, this being only a
statement of practice of the
Association since its inception.
Membership had risen to 900
with 876 sail numbers issued.

In 1975 the “Yachting World”
Magazine returned to Jack Holt
all rights regarding his Heron
design, and the opportunity
seemed right to acknowledge
the considerable efforts made
by the pioneers of the class in
this country which had culminated in National Status. The
Membership unanimously supported a motion proposed by
the then Secretary, Denis Holm
at the 18th AGM that the Association be known as the NATIONAL HERON SAILING ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA.
The
Class rightly claims to have introduced more families to small
boat sailing in Australia than any
other class.
FROM THE NHSA WEBSITE

The 6th Annual Championships
set the seal of a truly National
organisation, being held outside
NSW for the first time. Over 50
boats, representing NSW, SA,
Tasmania, Papua New Guinea
and Victoria, competed on the
R.M.Y.S. course on Hobson’s
Bay, Port Phillip. The wild Victorian waters did not deter the
polished NSW skippers and the
Silver Heron went to Eric Quarford in SEAFORTH (3989) with
Jack Muston second and Paul
Hopkins third. DEE KAY (678)
finished a very creditable
twelfth.
The 7th AGM held in August,
1965 heard President John Dixon
Hughes report a membership of
1400 and announce that the
Australian Yachting Federation
acknowledged Heron representation in all States save WA by
granting National status.
Over the years that followed
these beginnings, Heron Membership peaked at 2002 in 1971
and has slowly diminished year
by year to its present level of
180 in 2003.

Merry Christmas to all members of
the National Heron Association
and your families.
Good luck at the Nationals in
Sydney and travel safely.

The last few years have seen
other changes approved by the
members – The introduction of
fiberglass hulls and the licensing
of builders to construct GRP
Hulls.

We thank you for your support this
year, and look forward to another
year as your National editors.
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NELSON’S FLAGSHIP VICTORY
By Brian Smith
Nelson’s flagship, HMS Victory, nearly didn’t make it
to Trafalgar.
Her keel was laid down at Chatham dockyard in
July 1759 and it was in May 1763 that she was
launched.

mouth for the Mediterranean carrying Lord Nelson,
the newly appointed Commander-in-Chief. The Battle
of Trafalgar took place in October 1805, 46 years
since her keel was first laid down in Chatham.
In 1824, HMS Victory was placed in reserve and in
1831 was listed for disposal but Captain Hardy, now
First Sea Lord refused to sign the warrant.

The Seven Years War, 1756 to 1763, involving Great
Britain, Prussia and Hanover against Austria, France,
Russia, Saxony, Sweden and Spain was over so HMS
Victory was placed in reserves and laid up incomplete.
In December 1776, the Admiralty ordered the Victory to be completed and commissioned for sea
service.
She first saw action in December 1781 off Ushant
under Admiral Keppel. She saw further action
against the Spanish admiral Cordoba in February
1797 but later that year in December was considered unfit for service and was ordered to be converted into a hospital ship.
In October 1799, MHS Impregnable was lost off
Chichester Harbour leaving the navy short of one
three decker.
Refitting commenced in 1800 and after further
modernisation, in May 1803 she sailed from Ports-

First light, English Channel, December 1805.
In the aftermath of the great Battle of Trafalgar, rough and
ready repairs were made aboard the war torn HMS Victory
in readiness to bear the broken body of England's victorious hero, on his final voyage home.
Donald MacLeod's painting shows HMS Warrior, towing
Nelson's battered Flagship homeward.
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Where in the world
are Herons sailed?
So far the response has been....
United Kingdom
Ireland
Australia
New Zealand
Germany
France
Portugal
USA
Canada
Iceland
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If you have any news items and photos for the
March issue of The Heron Newsletter please forward
them to us by
15th February 2006
nicolebreadsell@iprimus.com.au

IF YOU ARE UNFINANCIAL
YOU WILL HAVE RECEIVED
A MEMBERSHIP FORM WITH
THIS NEWSLETTER. WE
URGE YOU TO BECOME
FINANCIAL TODAY AS THE
ASSOCIATION RELIES ON
YOUR SUPPORT.
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